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In this paper we show the uniform or mean convergence of HermiteFeje r
interpolation polynomials of higher order based at the zeros of orthonormal poly-
nomials with the typical Freud weight.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let W2(x)=exp(&xm), where m=2, 4, 6, ..., be the typical Freud
weight, and let the orthonormal polynomials pn(W2; x) with the weight




pi (x) pj (x) W 2(x) dx=$ij , i, j=0, 1, 2, ..., (1.1)
where pn(x)= pn(W 2: x)=#nxn+ } } } with #n>0. We denote the zeros of
pn(x) by xkn , k=1, 2, ..., n, where x1n>x2n> } } } >xnn . Let & be a positive
integer. For an arbitrary real valued continuous function f # C(R), the
unique HermiteFeje r interpolation polynomial Ln(&, f ; x) # 6&n&1 of order &
based at [xkn] is defined by
Ln(&, f ; xkn)= f (xkn), k=1, 2, ..., n,
(1.2)
L (r)n (&, f ; xkn)=0, k=1, 2, ..., n, r=1, 2, ..., &&1,
where 6n is the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree n. The inter-
polation polynomial Ln(&, f ; x) is written in the form
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Ln(&, f ; x)= :
n
k=1
f (xkn) hkn(&; x), n=1, 2, 3, ..., (1.3)
where the polynomial hkn(&; x) # 6&n&1 satisfies
hkn(&; xpn)=$pk , p=1, 2, ..., n,
(1.4)
h(r)kn(&; xpn)=0, p=1, 2, ..., n, r=1, 2, ..., &&1.




ejk(x&xkn) j, k=1, 2, ..., n, (1.5)
where lkn(x) are the Lagrange fundamental polynomials of degree exactly
n&1, that is, with |(x)=6 nk=1 (x&xkn)
lkn(x)=|(x)[(x&xkn) |$(xkn)], k=1, 2, ..., n. (1.6)
and the coefficients ejk can be calculated by (1.4) (see [3]). We see that
Ln( f ; x)=Ln(1, f ; x) is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial and
Ln(2, f ; x) is the ordinary HermiteFeje r interpolation polynomial. In [3]
we showed the following.
Theorem 1 [3, Corollary 1]. Let f # C(R) be a uniformly continuous
function on R. Then, for every M>0, the sequence of HermiteFeje r inter-
polation polynomials of even order & converges uniformly to f in the interval





|Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)|=0.
Theorem 2 [3, Corollary 2]. Let & be an odd integer. For a and b with





|Ln(&, f ; x)|=.
Recently, for the Lagrange interpolation polynomial Ln( f ; x), Lubinsky
and Matjila [6] obtained the following nice result. Let W 2;(x)=exp(&|x|
;),
;>1, be a Freud weight, and let Ln( f ; x) be the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial based at the zeros [xkn] of the orthonormal polynomial
pn(W; ; x). Let 1< p<. For : # R we define
((:)) =min[1, :]. (1.7)
Theorem 3 [6, Theorem 1.1]. Let 2 # R and :>0. Then, for
lim
n  
&(1+|x| )&2 W;(x)[Ln( f ; x)& f (x)]&Lp(R)=0,
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to hold for every continuous function f : R  R satisfying
lim
|x|  
(1+|x| ): W;(x) | f (x)|=0,
it is necessary and sufficient that
2>1p&((:)) if 1< p4;
2>1p&((:))+(;6)(1&4p) if p>4 and :=1;
21p&((:))+(;6)(1&4p) if p>4 and :{1.
Our purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem 3 to the HermiteFeje r
interpolation polynomials Ln(&, f ; x) based at the zeros [xkn] of the






First, we prove a uniform convergence theorem.
Theorem 4. Let &=2, 4, 6, ..., and let :+(&m6)&&m60. We fix an
arbitrary constant 1>’0. If
2+(&m6)0, 2+((:+(&m6) &&m6))0,
then, for every continuous function f : R  R satisfying
lim
|x|  




&(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]&C(R)=0. (1.10)
Remark. Let &=2, 4, 6, ..., and fix an arbitrary constant 1>’0. If
m=&=2 and :+130, then for 2+min[23, ((:+13))]0 we have
for every continuous function f : R  R satisfying
lim
|x|  




&(1+|x| )&(2+23) W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]&C(R)=0.
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If m&{4 and :0, then for 2+((:)) 0 we have for every continuous
function f : R  R satisfying
lim
|x|  




&(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]&C(R)=0.
The following are the analogues of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. Let &=2, 3, 4, ..., 1< p<, and :>0. Assume that
2>1p if 1< p4& (&<4); (1.11)
2>1p if (m6)(&&4p)((:)) , p>4&; (1.12)
21p&((:))+(m6)(&&4p)
if (m6)(&&4p)>((:)) , p>4&. (1.13)
(Here, if 4& we omit (1.11), and we set p>1 for (1.12) or (1.13).) Then,
for every continuous function f : R  R satisfying
lim
|x|  




&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]&Lp(R)=0. (1.15)
Theorem 6. let &=3, 5, 7, ..., 1< p<, and :>0. Assume that for
every continuous function f : R  R satisfying (1.14) we have (1.15). Then,
the following inequalities hold.
2>1p&((:+(&&1) m6))
if 1< p4& (&<4); (1.16)
2>1p&((:+(&&1) m6)) +(m6)(&&4p)
if p>4& and :+(&&1) m6=1; (1.17)
21p&((:+(&&1) m6)) +(m6)(&&4p)
if p>4& and :+(&&1) m6{1. (1.18)
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If we consider the case of &=3, 5, 7, ..., then we have the following
Corollary 7. Let &=3, 5, 7, ..., :1, and let (m6)(&&4p)>1. Then,
for (1.15) to hold for every continuous function f : R  R satisfying (1.14), it
is necessary and sufficient that
21p&1+(m6)(&&4p).
If &=3, then we suppose p>43.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The HermiteFeje r interpolation polynomial Ln(&, f ; x) is defined by
(1.2) and (1.3). The Lagrange fundamental polynomials lkn(x), k=1, 2, ..., n,
of degree exactly n&1 are defined by (1.6), and the fundamental polynomials
hkn(&; x), k=1, 2, ..., n, of Ln(&, f ; x) are defined by (1.5) with (1.4). For
u>0, the uth MhaskarRahmanovSaff number au=au(w) is the positive






Let #n be the leading coefficient of pn(x)=#nxn+ } } } , and we set
bn=#n&1 #n . Furthermore, we also use the number qn=(2nm)1m. Then,
we see that
x1n tan tbn tqn tn1m (2.2)
as n   (see (2.1), (2.3), and [5, (12.26)]), where for the positive
functions b(u) and c(u), b(u)tc(u) remarks that there exist C1 , C2>0
independent of u such that C1b(u)c(u)C2 .
We need some fundamental lemmas. Let C be a positive constant
independent of k and n. First, we denote the useful lemmas from [6].
Lemma 2.1 [6, Theorem 2.1]. (a) For n1,
|(x1n an)&1|Cn&23, (2.3)
and uniformly for n3 and 2kn&1,
xk&1, n&xk+1, n t(an n)(max[n&23, 1&|xkn |an])&12. (2.4)








W(x) | pn(x)|tn16a&12n . (2.6)
(c) Uniformly for n1 and 1kn,
W(xkn) | p$n(xkn)|tna&32n (max[n&23, 1&|xkn |an])14 (by [5, (1.19)]).
(2.7)
(d) Let 0< p. There exists C>0 such that for n1 and P # 6n ,
&WP&Lp (R)C &WP&Lp [&an , an ] . (2.8)




n _{[log(1+n)]14, p=4 (2.9)n(16)(1&4p), p>4.
(b) Uniformly for n1, 1kn, and x # R,
|lkn(x)|t(a32n n) W(xkn)(max[n&23, 1&|xkn |an])&14
_| pn(x)(x&xkn)| (by (1.6), (2.7)). (2.10)
(c) Uniformly for n1, 1kn, and x # R,
|W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)|C. (2.11)
Lemma 2.3 [3, Lemma 6, Lemma 14 (4.16)]. Let ejk be the coefficient
of (1.5). Then, by (2.2) we have
|ejk |C(nan) j, j=0, 1, ..., &&1, k=1, 2, ..., n, (2.12)
especially, for odd number j
|ejk |CMn(xkn)(nan) j&1, k=1, 2, ..., n, (2.13)
where
Mn(xkn)=a&2n |xkn |+|xkn |
m&1, k=1, 2, ..., n. (2.14)
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Furthermore, we need a certain generalized HermiteFeje r interpolation
polynomial of (l, &)-order, l=0, 1, ..., &&1 (cf. [4]). For f # C (l)(R) we
define Ln(l, &, f ; x) # 6&n&1 by
L (r)n (l, &, f ; xkn)= f
(r)(xkn), r=0, 1, ..., l,
L (r)n (l, &, f ; xkn)=0, r=l+1, l+2, ..., &&1, k=1, 2, ..., n.
The polynomial Ln(l, &, f ; x) is written in the form






f (s)(xkn) hskn(&; x), n=1, 2, 3, ...,
where for the polynomial hskn(&; x) # 6&n&1
h ( j)skn(&; xpn)=$ js $pk , s=0, 1, ..., l, j=s, s+1, ..., &&1, p, k=1, 2, ..., n.
(2.15)




ejsk(x&xkn) j, k=1, 2, ..., n, (2.16)
where the lkn(x) are the Lagrange fundamental polynomials.
We see that Ln(0, &, f ; x) is the HermiteFeje r interpolation polynomial
Ln(&, f ; x) of order &, and Ln(&&1, &, f ; x) preserves any polynomial
P # 6&n&1 , that is,
Ln(&&1, &, P; x)=P(x), x # R. (2.17)
From (2.15) we obtain the following.
Lemma 2.4 [4, Lemma 3]. For the coefficients ejsk we have
|ejsk |C(nan) j&s, s=0, 1, ..., l, j=s, s+1, ..., &&1, k=1, 2, ..., n.
(2.18)
From (2.4) there exists a positive constant $ such that
$an nx j&1, n&xj+1, n , j=1, 2, ..., n, (2.19)
where
x0n=x1n(1+n&23), xn+1, n=xnn(1&n&23) (cf. (2.3)).
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Therefore, if we set
xkn&x=t(k, x) $ann, k=0, 1, ..., n+1, (2.20)
then we see that
t(n+1, x)<t(n, x)< } } } <t(1, x)<t(0, x),
and
t( j&1, x)&t( j+1, x)1, j=1, 2, ..., n.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Throughout this section we assume that :+(&m6)&&m60, 2+&m6
0, and 2+((:+(&m6)&&m6)) 0, where (( } )) and ( } ) are defined
by (1.7) and (1.8), respectively.
Lemma 3.1. Let &=2, 4, 6, ..., and =>0, 1>’0. If g # C(R) satisfies
(1+|x| ):+m&’+(&m6) W &(x) | g(x)|<=, x # R, (3.1)
then we have
: (x)=(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x) :
n
k=1
| g(xkn) hkn(x)|<C=, x # R,
(3.2)
where C is a positive constant independent of n and =.
Lemma 3.2. Let &=1, 2, 3, ..., and 1>’0. If g # C(R) satisfies that for
a positive constant M(g),
(1+|x| ):+m&’+(&m6) W &(x) | g(x)|<M(g), x # R,
where M(g) may depend on g, then, for every x # R we have
: (x)=(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x) :
n
k=1





(nan) j |x&xkn | j, (3.3)
and C is a positive constant independent of n and M(g).
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Throughout the paper, the letter C denotes a positive constant which
may differ at each different occurrence, even in the same chain of
inequalities. Let $ be the positive constant which is defined by (2.19). We
often use the expression (2.20).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. (i) Let K=[k; |x&xkn |<$an n]. Then, the
number of K is at most four. By (2.11)
W&1(xkn) |W(x) lkn(x)|C, x # R,
therefore, using (3.1) and (2.12)
:
1









(nan) j (an n) j
C= :
k # K
(1+|xkn | )&(2+:+m&’+(&m6)+&m6) (by |x|t |xkn | )
C= :
k # K
(1+|xkn | )&(2+((:+(&m6) &&m6)) +m&’+&m3)
C=.
Consequently, we assume that |x&xkn |$an n below. Using (2.10)
(or (2.7)) we rewrite (x) of (3.2) as
: (x)=(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) :
n
k=1
|W(x) pn(x)[W(xkn) p$n(xkn)]| &











&23, 1&|xkn |an)]14]| &
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[(x&xkn)&2+|x&xkn |&1 [a&2n |xkn |+ |xkn |
m&1]](an n)2
_(1+|xkn | )&(m&’) (1+|xkn | )&(:+(&m6) )
_|a12n W(x) pn(x)[max(n
&23, 1&|xkn |an)]14| &. (3.4)
Let 0<;<1. We use (2.5) and (2.6).







[t(k, x)&2+|t(k, x)|&1 |n2&k| ’&1]
_(1+|xkn | )&(:+(&m6) ) (1+|x| )&(2+&m6)
(by 1+|xkn |C |n2&k| (ann))
C=.
(iii) We consider the sum 3 (x) for the case of |xkn |;an 2,















[t(k, x)&2+|t(k, x)|&1 |n2&k|’&1]
_(1+|xkn | )&(:+(&m6)&&m6) (1+|x| )&(2+&m6)
C=.
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(iv) Let |xkn |;an 2, ;an|x|2an , and let us denote the sum








2 (1+|xkn | )&(:+1&’+(&m6) )
C=(1+|x| )&2 (1n) |
;an
0
(1+t)&(:+1&’+(&m6) ) dt (by (2.4))























(v) Let |xkn |;an 2, 2an|x| , and let us denote the sum with
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(vi) Let |x|;an2, ;an|xkn | , and let us denote the sum with

























Proof of Lemma 3.2. For odd number & we can use neither (2.13) nor
(2.14). However, if we repeat the same method as the proof of Lemma 3.1,
then by (2.12) we obtain the upper bound
: (x)=(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x) :
n
k=1
| g(xkn) h*kn(x)|<CM(g) log(1+n). K
Proof of Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4 be satisfies. By
(1.9), there exists a polynomial P=(x) such that
(1+|x| ):+m&’+(&m6) W &(x) | f (x)&P=(x)|<=, x # R (3.5)
(cf. [2, p. 180]). By (2.17), for n large enough we have
Ln(&&1, &, P= ; x)=P=(x), x # R.
By h0kn(&; x)=hkn(&; x),
(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]







P (s)= (xkn) hskn(x)& .
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By Lemma 3.1 and (3.5), it is easy to see
(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x)[|Ln(&, f &P= ; x)|+|P=(x)& f (x)|]C=.
Therefore, it is enough to show that
lim






P (s)= (xkn) hskn(x)"C(R) =0. (3.6)
By (2.16) and (2.18),






P (s)= (xkn) hskn(x) }
















(an n)s (1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x) :
n
k=1
















(1+|x| )&(2+&m6) W &(x) :
n
k=1






(nan) j |x&xkn | j.
Now, since P=(x) is a polynomial defined by f and =, we have
(1+|x| ):+m&’+(&m6) W &(x) |P (s)= (x)|
<C(s, =, f ), x # R, s=1, 2, ..., l,
where C(s, =, f ) is a positive constant independent of n. Therefore, by
Lemma 3.2 we have
:
7
(x)C$(s, =, f ) log(1+n), (3.8)
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where C$(s, =, f ) is independent of n, and may depend on s, =, and f. Conse-
quently, by (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain (3.6), therefore (1.10) was shown. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
In the rest of the paper we investigate the mean convergence of the
HermiteFeje r interpolation polynomial Ln(&, f ; x). Since for the Lagrange
case we have Theorem 3, the order & is assumed &=2, 3, 4, ... . In this
section we obtain a direct theorem, then the following are assumed. Let
1< p<, :>0, 2 # R, and let the conditions (1.11) or (1.12) or (1.13) be
satisfied. A real valued continuous function f # C(R) satisfies (1.14).
Lemma 4.1 [6, Lemma 2.7]. Let 0<;<2, then, for x # R
W(x) :
|xkn |;an













Lemma 4.2. Let 0<;<2. Then, for x # R,
: (x)=W &(x) :
|xkn |;an
(1+|xkn | )&[:+(&&1) m6] W &&(xkn) h kn(&; x)
Ca&:n _{
1, |x|;an 2,
( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&1+1)[ |a12n W(x) pn(x)|+log(1+n)],
;an 2<|x|2an ,
an|x|, 2an<|x|. (4.2)
Proof. First, we set
: (x)={W(x) :
|xkn |;an
(1+|xkn | )&: W&1(xkn) |lkn(x)|= Ak(x), (4.3)
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where
Ak(x)=|W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)| &&1 :
&&1
j=0
|e jk(x&xkn) j| (1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6.
Then, we show that
Ak(x)=C_{1,( |a12n W(x) pn(x)| &&1+1),
|x|;an 2 or 2an<|x|,
;an 2<|x|2an .
(4.4)
We note (2.12). For |x&xkn |<$ann, we use (2.11).
Ak(x)C |W &1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)| &&1
_(1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6 :
&&1
j=0
(nan) j |x&xkn | j
C(1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6 :
&&1
j=0
(nan) j (an n) jC. (4.5)
Let |x|;an 2 or 2an<|x|, and |x&xkn |$an n. Then, by (2.5) and (2.7),
Ak(x)C |a12n W(x) pn(x)[(x&xkn) na
&1
n




(nan) j |x&xkn | j
C[max(n&23, 1&|xkn |an)]&(&&1)4 (1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6
C. (4.6)
If ;an 2<|x|2an and |x&xkn |$an n, then we have
Ak(x)C |a12n W(x) pn(x)[(x&xkn) na
&1
n
_[max(n&23, 1&|xkn |an)]14]| &&1
_(1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6 :
&&1
j=0
(nan) j |x&xkn | j
C |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&1[max(n&23, 1&|xkn |an)]&(&&1)4
_(1+|xkn | )&(&&1) m6
C |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&1. (4.7)
Therefore, by (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) we obtain (4.4), consequently (4.3).
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Applying Lemma 4.1 to (4.3) we obtain (4.2). K
Lemma 4.3 (cf. [6, Lemma 3.1]). We set 0<;<2, and we let n=1, 2,
3, ... . If fn(x)=0 for |x|<;an , furthermore,




&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, fn ; x)&Lp(R)C=. (4.8)
Proof. By Lemma 4.2
|W &(x) Ln(&, fn ; x)|
=W &(x) :
|xk |;an
(1+|xkn | )&[:+(&&1) m6] W&&(xkn) h kn(&; x)
C=a&:n _{
1, |x|;an 2,
( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|




We repeat the same method as the proof of [6, Lemma 3.1] below.
From (4.9),
{ (1)n =&(1+|x| )
&2 W &(x) Ln(&, fn ; x)&Lp ( |x|;an2)














&2 W &(x) Ln(&, fn ; x)&Lp (;an2|x|2an ) .
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+a12&2n &W(x) pn(x)&Lp (;an2|x| 2an )
+[log(1+n)] a (&&1)2&2n &W(x) pn(x)&
&&1
Lp(&&1) (;an 2|x|2an )
+[log(1+n)] a1p&2n ].
Since, by (2.2) and (2.9),
1, p<4,
&W(x) pn(x)&Lp (R) ta
1p&12


























Therefore, by our assumption (1.11) or (1.12), or (1.13),
{ (2)n C=.
Finally, from (4.2),
{ (3)n =&(1+|x| )
&2 W &(x) Ln(&, fn ; x)&Lp ( |x| 2an )
C=a&:+1n &|x|
&1 (1+|x| )&2 &Lp ( |x|2an ) .





Consequently, we obtained (4.8), that is, the proof of Lemma 4.3 is
complete. K
Lemma 4.4 (cf. [6, Lemma 3.2]). Let =>0, 0<;<1. We assume that
9n # C(R), n=1, 2, 3, ..., are the functions satisfying
9n(x)=0, |x|;an ,
and




&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)&Lp ( |x|2;an )C=,
where C is independent of =, n, and 9n .
Proof. We see that
|W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)|
= :
|xkn |;an
|W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)| (1+|xkn | )&: Ak(x),
where Ak(x) is given by (4.3). Then, by (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7),
Ak(x)C( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&1+1).
Since |x|2;an and |xkn |;an , we obtain |xkn&x|t |x|. Hence, by (2.10),
|W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)|




|W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)| (1+|xkn | )&:
C=( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|






C=( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|




(1+|xkn | )&: (xk&1, n&xk+1, n) (by (2.4))
C=( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|






C=( |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&+|a12n W(x) pn(x)| ) |x|






&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)&Lp( |x|2;an )
C=a1&((:))n (log n)* a
&(2+1)
n
_(&a12n W(x) pn(x)&&Lp& (R)+&a
12
n W(x) pn(x)&Lp (R)) (by 2+1>0)






























C= (by (1.11) or (1.12) or (1.13)). K
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Lemma 4.5 (cf. [6, Lemma 3.4]). Let =>0, 0<;<12, and assume that
9n(x) # C(R), n=1, 2, 3, ..., are the functions satisfying
9n(x)=0, |x|;an ,
and




&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)&Lp(|x|2;an )C=.
Proof. By definition
|W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)|
= :
|xkn |;an
|(1+|xkn | )&: W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)| Ak(x)
C= :
|xkn |;an
|(1+|xkn | )&: W&1(xkn) W(x) lkn(x)|,
where Ak(x) is defined by (4.3), and then, Ak(x)C, x2;an . We use the
expression (2.20). By (2.7), (2.11), and (2.5),
|W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)|
C= :
|xkn |;an , t(k, x){0
(1+|xkn | )&: |a12n W(x) pn(x)t(k, x)|
C= :
|xkn |;an , t(k, x){0
(1+|xkn | )&: |1t(k, x)|.
Therefore, we have
|W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)|C=[log(1+n)]. (4.11)
By (4.11),
&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, 9n ; x)&Lp ( |x|2;an )
C=[log(1+n)] &(1+|x| )&2&Lp ( |x|2;an )
C=[log(1+n)] a1p&2n (by (1.11), (1.12), and (1.13))
C=.
Consequently, we see that the proof of Lemma 4.5 is complete. K
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Remark 4.6. In the above consideration of Section 4 we can replace
h kn(x) in (4.1) by h*kn(x)=|l&kn(x)| 
&&1
j=0 (nan)
j |x&xkn | j (defined in (3.3)).
Proof of Theorem 5. By (1.14) there exists a polynomial P=(x) such
that
|(1+|x| ):+(&&1) m6 W &(x)[ f (x)&P=(x)]|<=, x # R
(cf. [2. p. 180]). Since (by (2.17)),
Ln(&&1, &, P= ; x)=P=(x) and h0kn(&; x)=hkn(&; x), x # R,
we have
(1+|x| )&2 W &(x)[Ln(&, f ; x)& f (x)]















Let /[&an4, an 4] denote the characteristic function of [&an 4, an 4]
and write
f &p= ( f &p=) /[&an 4, an 4]+( f &p=)(1&/[&an 4, an 4])
=9n+ fn .








(x)"Lp(R) C= &(1+|x| )
&[2+:+(&&1) m6]&Lp (R) C=.
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Finally, we estimate 3 (x). We see that










(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) :
n
k=1










(ann)s (1+|x| )&2 W &(x) :
n
k=1
















(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) :
n
k=1






(nan) j |x&xkn | j.
Here, P=(x) is defined by only = and f, therefore there exists a positive
constant M(s, =, f ) such that
|W &(x) P(s)= (x)|M(s, =, f )(1+|x| )
&[:+(&&1) m6], s=1, 2, ..., l.
Let 0<;<1, and let us define
fs=n(x)= p (s)= (x)(1&/[&;an , ;an])
and
9s=n(x)= p (s)= (x) /[&;an , ;an]
for each s=1, 2, ..., l. Since by Remark 4.6 we can apply Lemma 4.3,






M(s, =, f )
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(we replace = to M(s, =, f ) in each lemma). Consequently, we see that the
proof of Theorem 5 is complete. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 6
In this section we let &=3, 5, 7, ..., and we will obtain an inverse
theorem. We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.1 [6, Lemma 2.5]. Let ! # R. There exists C>0 such that for
*2, there exist polynomials P** of degree C* log * satisfying
P**(t)t(1+t2)!,
uniformly for &*t*.
Lemma 5.2 [6, Lemma 3.5]. Let 0<_<1, 0<%<1&_, and 1< p<.
Then, there exists C such that for n1 and P of degree at most %n, we have





&p jWP&Lp[&an , an ] .
The following proposition is important itself, and to prove Theorem 6 we
use it as one of the lemmas. We use the number qn=(2nm)1m instead of an ,
defined in Section 2 (see (2.2)). Let ;=(12)[?121(m2)1(m+12)]1m be
Freud’s constant, and let :=m(m2) (m&1)m ( m&2m2&1) ;
m&1.
In [3], we showed that the proposition held for xkn # [%, 3], where
% and 3 are positive constants. We omit the proof of Proposition 5.3,
because we can show it by careful repeating the same line of the considera-
tion as one in [3].
Proposition 5.3 (cf. [3, Lemma 14]). For j=0, 1, 2, ..., there exists a
polynomial 9j (x) of degree j such that (&1) j 9j (&&)>0 for &=1, 2, 3, ...,
and the following relation holds: Let 0<=<1. Then, we have an expression
e2s, k=(&1)s [1(2s)!] 9s(&&) :2sq2s(m&1)n [1+’kn(&, s], (5.1)
where ’kn(&, s) satisfies
|’kn(&, s)|C=2, (5.2)
for k with |xkn |=qn and s=0, 1, ..., &~ . Here, the positive constant C is
independent of n, k, and =, and may depend on &, s, and m; &~ is the largest
integer not exceeding (&&1)2.
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Proof of Theorem 6. Let &=3, 5, 7, ... . We repeat the line of [6, proof of
the necessary conditions of Theorem 1.3]. Let ‘(x) be an even continuous
function that is decreasing in [0, ), with
‘(x)[log(2+|x| )]&1(2p) (x # R), lim
x  
‘(x)=0.
Let us define two spaces: X consists of all continuous functions satisfying
& f &X=&(1+|x| ):+(&&1) m6 W &(x) f (x) ‘&1(x)&C(R)<,
and Y consists of all measurable functions satisfying
& f &Y=&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) f (x)&Lp(R)<.
For each f # X, (1.14) is satisfies, so our hypothesis ensures that
lim
n  
&Ln(&, f )& f &Y=0.
Since X is a Banach space, by the uniform boundedness principle, there
exists C>0 such that for n=1, 2, 3, ..., and every f # X,
&Ln(&, f )& f &YC & f &X .
Noting L1(&, f ; x)= f (0), x # R, we have for every f # C(R) with f (0)=0
that
& f &YC & f &X ,
consequently, we obtain
&Ln(&, f )&YC & f &X , (5.3)
that is,
&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, f ; x)&Lp (R)
C &‘&1(x)(1+|x| ):+(&&1) m6 W &(x) f (x)&C(R) . (5.4)
Let 0<= be small enough, and let us consider the function gn # C(R) such
that gn(x)=0 in [0, ) _ (&, &=an);
&gn&X=&‘&1(x)(1+|x| ):+(&&1) m6 W &(x) gn(x)&C(R)=1; (5.5)
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and for &=anxkn<0,
‘&1(xkn)(1+|xkn | ):+(&&1) m6 W &(xkn) gn(xkn) sign[ p$n(xkn)]=1.
Then, for x1, we have





ejk(x&xkn) j } . (5.6)





In fact, using the expression (2.20) we see that for x1 and xkn # [&=an , 0),
|t(k, x)| $an nx=t(x) $an n1,
where t(x) is a positive number. Therefore, we have
|t(k, x)|t(x)(1$)(nan). (5.8)
By (5.1) and (5.2), there exists a positive constant C(&) such that
(&1) (&&1)2 e&&1, kC(&)(nan)&&1. (5.9)
From (5.8) and (5.9),















[ |t(k, x)| $] j&&+1&
(nan)&&1 [C(&)&C(an n)]
C(nan)&&1.
Therefore, we obtain (5.7).
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Let 1x2an . Applying (5.7) to (5.6), we have
|Ln(&, gn ; x)|
C } :xkn # [&=an , 0) gn(xkn)[ pn(x)p$n(xkn)]
& (x&xkn)&1 (nan)&&1 }
C(an n) |a12n pn(x)|
& :
xkn # [&=an , 0)




xkn # [&=an , 0)
(1+|xkn | )&[:+(&&1) m6]


























The last inequality is obtained by considering 1x=an 2 and =an 2<x
2an separately. Since by (5.3) we see that
&Ln(&, gn)&YC &gn &XC,
we have
C&(1+|x| )&2 W &(x) Ln(&, gn ; x)&Lp (1, 2an )
C[log(1+n)]&[1(2p)] &(1+|x| )&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )
_|a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&Lp (1, 2an ) (see the definition ‘(x)). (5.11)
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Since by (2.5) we have
&(1+|x| )&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) ) |a12n W(x) pn(x)|
&&Lp [0, 1]C,
(5.11) implies that
C[log(1+n)]&[1(2p)] [&(1+|x| )&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )
_|a12n W(x) pn(x)|








_|W(x) pn(x)|&&Lp& (&2an , 2an )&C. (5.12)
Now, let P*2an be the polynomial of Lemma 5.1 of degree 0(an log an)=o(n)
such that for |x|2an ,
P*2an(x)t(1+x
2)&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )(2&)
t(1+|x| )&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )&.




&W(x) pj (x) P*2an (x)&Lp& (&2aj , 2aj )&C.
In Lemma 5.2 setting _=12 and %=14, we have
C[log(1+n)]1(2p&)C &P*2an (x)&Lp& (&an2 , an2 )&C
C &(1+|x| )&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )&&Lp& (&an2 , an2 )&C
C_{
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However, for these inequalities can occur only the last one, that is, 2>
(1p)&((:+(&&1) m6)). Therefore, we obtain the necessary conditions
for 1< p4& (but &<4).
Next, we consider the case of p>4&. We return to (5.10), that is,
|Ln(&, gn ; x)|C‘(an) |a12n pn(x)|
& x&((:+(&&1) m6)) (log x)*. (5.13)
First, by (2.5), (2.6), and (2.8) we see that for 0<}<12 small enough,
&W(x) pn(x)&Lp (}an , 2an ) t&W(x) pn(x)&Lp (R) . (5.14)
Therefore, by (5.4), (5.5), (5.13), (5.14), and (2.9), we have





_&W(x) pn(x)&&Lp&(}an , 2an )
C‘(an) a1p&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )n (log n)
* n(&6)[1&4)( p&)] (by 4&< p)
C‘(an) a1p&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )+(&m6)[1&4( p&)]n (log n)
* (by (2.2)).
Therefore, we have
C[log(1+n)]1(2p)a1p&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )+(m6)(&&4p)n (log n)
*. (5.15)
Consequently, if :+(&&1) m6=1, then we see that
1p&(2+((:+(&&1) m6)) )+(m6)(&&4p)<0
(recall the definition of (log n)*), therefore we have (1.17). If :+(&&1) m6




Thus, we have (1.18). Consequently, the theorem follows. K
Proof of Corollary 7. Let &=3, 5, 7, ..., and let :1. Furthermore, we
assume that (m6)(&&4p)>1 for &>3, or if &=3, then p>43. Then, the
condition (1.13) is equivalent to the condition (1.18). K
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